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ACROSS
1. Underwear- and slip-clad female is that female 
   foundry worker (2 wds.)
10. In addition, Senator Franken’s not naked
11. Bovine sounds overwhelming normal, nonstereo-
   phonic recordings
12. The doubly empty head of Voltaire
13. How a king’s courtier denies I snore abominably 
   (2 wds.)
14. Sailors touching one’s ankle bones 
16. Spy was worried about oval-bowled eating utensils 
   (2 wds.)
18. Jacob’s brother superficially esteems gold
19. Friend at BU initially loves reflective sound of a 
   heartbeat (hyph.)
21. Found an old Ford model was swift 
23. In the end, the half-pint turned purplish
25. The codger who I mocked merrily (3 wds.)
28. Dakota Johnson’s fifth promise to pay Mark
29. Having defeats essentially disrupted lion’s bit of 
   gashing
30. For example, embracing 10' 1'' veteran (hyph.)
31. Angular character circling Greek character’s location
32. Some ice Ziegfield talked about
33. Daniel Stern almost bags film depicting good (rather
   than excellent) terpsichorean instructor (2 wds.)

DOWN
1. Brigand didn’t allow Morticia’s cousin to be heard
2. Help blockhead heading to Iowa State
3. One who would receive orders from Captain Hook
   and seem confused
4. My group’s in fashion 75 years before the eruption
   of Vesuvius (2 wds., abbr.)
5. Sextet of violins I tune right where they are (2 wds.)
6. Say, ties up logic gates
7. Kind of light, small shirt put over a dress
8. He’s an author, and (to be heartless) old!
9. Agents might be about, by the way
15. Wildebeest chanted to the heavens
17. A dozen quartered west of that Brazilian city
18. Reverberant selection’s end moves to the start
19. Muse comes up and hugs outwardly unloved thriller
   author Robert
20. Hamilton’s killer holds one end of German/English
   item a cook might monitor
22. Shift two meat-eating leaders from Natick north-
   wards (2 wds.)
23. Playing Pong is something Kate Upton does
24. Remove sediment from LEDs it sullied
25. Reportedly, you and I had pot 
26. No comic-book mutants would drop 1000 bovines
27. Actress DuVall is 80% lucid 

Waves of Grains
by Ucaoimhu

Grains of beach sand have found their
way into this party (making six squares
overcrowded) and are now waving fran-
tically at the hostess; by interpreting
their appearance properly you can (de-
pending on how you solve two ambigu-
ous clues) identify either them or what
they want to drink. 


